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Some of the first examples of Hopf algebras described over a field k
w xwhich are neither commutative nor cocommutative 13, 14 involve ele-
ments a and x which satisfy the relations
D a s a m a, D x s x m a q 1 m x , and xa s qax .  .
for some q g k _ 0. With the advent of quantum groups these relations
took on added importance in the theory of Hopf algebras. The quantized
w xenveloping algebras, see 2, 5 , for example, are generated by pairs of such
elements a and x which satisfy these relations. Quantized enveloping
algebras are examples of pointed Hopf algebras.
A natural question to ask about pointed Hopf algebras is which ones are
``simple'' in an appropriate sense. In this paper we give a definition of
``simple'' pointed Hopf algebra and refer to such Hopf algebras as simple-
pointed. We describe the structure of simple-pointed Hopf algebras in the
class of pointed Hopf algebras which are generated by pairs a and x which
satisfy the relations above when k is algebraically closed. In the finite-di-
mensional characteristic 0 case we characterize the coalgebra structure of
the duals of these simple-pointed Hopf algebras as well.
Many finite-dimensional Hopf algebras A over a field k are non-trivial
biproducts. A necessary and sufficient condition for A to be a biproduct is
the existence of a Hopf algebra projection A ª H from A onto a
sub-Hopf algebra H of A. The associated biproduct realization of A has
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nontrivial factors if and only if H / A, k1. We determine all projections
for the classes of finite-dimensional simple-pointed Hopf algebras de-
scribed in this paper. In some cases a finite-dimensional simple-pointed
Hopf algebra has no projection onto a proper sub-Hopf algebra, and
therefore does not have a non-trivial biproduct structure. We describe the
appropriate categorical setting for biproducts.
w xThe reader is referred to 3, 4 where other classes of finite-dimensional
pointed Hopf algebras are analyzed. The Hopf algebras considered in this
w xpaper and the Hopf algebras considered in 3, 4 are generally different.
The classification of simple-pointed Hopf algebras is a natural step in
the classification of pointed Hopf algebras. Our techniques involve Hopf
modules and the use of q-binomial coefficients. Throughout this paper k
is a field.
1. PRELIMINARIES
This section is primarily a review of some basic theory of coalgebras,
bialgebras, Hopf algebras, and related structures needed for this paper. In
this section we introduce the concept of a simple-pointed Hopf algebra.
Throughout this paper all vector spaces will be over the field k and all
maps will be linear. We write M m N for the tensor product M m N ofk
 .vector spaces M and N and drop the subscript k from End M andk
 .Hom M, N . The composition of maps is denoted by juxtaposition andk
the identity map of a vector space M is denoted by 1 .M
1.1. Coalgebras, Bialgebras, Hopf Algebras, and Related Structures
 .Let C, D, e be a coalgebra over the field k. We will usually represent
algebraic objects by their underlying vector spaces, in particular we repre-
 .  .sent C, D, e by C. Our notation for the coproduct D c g C m C evalu-
 .ated at c g C is the variation D c s c m c of the Heyneman]Swee-1. 2.
dler notation for the coproduct with the summation symbol omitted.
 .  .Likewise, if M, r is a left C-comodule, we formally represent r m g
 . 1. 2:C m M by r m s m m m for all m g M.
 co p . co pThe coalgebra C, D , e , denoted by C , is usually referred to as the
opposite coalgebra. In terms of our notation for the coproduct for C we
co p .  .have D c s c m c for all c g C. Likewise, if A, m, h is an algebra2. 1.
o p  o p .over k, then the opposite algebra A is the algebra A, m , h , where
o p o p .  .the multiplication m is given by m a m b s m b m a s ba for all
a, b g A.
co p .  .An element c g C is said to be cocommutative if D c s D c . We
 .denote the subspace of cocommutative elements of C by Cocom C .
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 .When C is a bialgebra Cocom C is a subalgebra of C. When C is a Hopf
 .algebra Cocom C is invariant under the antipode of C.
w xWe refer the reader to 13, Sect. 9.1 for a discussion of the coradical
filtration C , C , C , . . . of C. By definition C is the sum of the simple0 1 2 0
subcoalgebras of C. A one-dimensional subcoalgebra of C is spanned by a
 .grouplike element, that is, an element c g C which satisfies D c s c m c
 .  .and e c s 1. Let G C denote the set of grouplike elements of C. We
whave the easy but very important result which is a part of 13, Proposition
.x3.2.1.b :
LEMMA 1. Suppose that C is a coalgebra o¨er the field k. Then the set of
 .grouplike elements G C of C is linearly independent.
The coalgebra C is said to be pointed if all of its simple subcoalgebras
are one-dimensional. If C is a pointed coalgebra then by the preceding
w  .x  .lemma C s k G C is the vector space over k with basis G C . If C is a0
 .bialgebra over k then G C is a semigroup under multiplication. If C is
 .a Hopf algebra over k then the semigroup G C is a group.
 .  .  <  . 4Let g, h g G C . Then P C s c g C D c s g m c q c m h is theg , h
subspace of g :h-skew primitive elements of C. We will usually refer to
g :h-skew primitive elements more informally as skew primitive elements.
The notion of a skew primitive element generalizes the notion of a
primitive element. When C is a bialgebra the space of primitive elements
 .of C is P C by definition. The following lemma is quite useful in the1, 1
study of pointed bialgebras.
w xLEMMA 2 6, Corollary 1.7.3 . Suppose that A is a bialgebra o¨er the field
w  .xk generated as a bialgebra by skew primiti¨ e elements. Then A s k G A .0
 . w x  .More specifically, if S : G A and C s k S q  P A generates Ag , hg S g , h
w x  .as an algebra then A s k S , where S is the sub-semigroup of G A0
generated by S.
w xThe preceding lemma is basically 9, Lemma 1 . A very fundamental
 .  .coalgebra is C k , the dual of the algebra M k of n = n matrices overn n
 i4  .  .k. Let e be the dual basis for C k s M k * of the standardj 1F i, jF n n n
 .basis for M k . Thenn
n
i i l i iD e s e m e and e e s d 1 . .  .j l j j j
ls1
 .  .for all 1 F i, j F n. Any basis for C k which satisfies 1 is sometimesn
 .referred to as a standard basis for C k .n
Now suppose that A is a Hopf algebra with antipode s over k. Then s:
o p co p w xA ª A is a bialgebra map by 13, Proposition 4.0.1 . Let s s s andA
suppose that B is also a Hopf algebra over k with antipode s . Then aB
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wmap of bialgebras f : A ª B is a map of Hopf algebras by 13, Lemma
x4.0.4 , that is, s f s fs .B A
 .Let L g A. Then L is a left integral for A if aL s e a L for all a g A.
 .Likewise L is a right integral for A if La s e a L for all a g A. By virtue
w xof 13, Corollary 5.1.6 a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over the field k
has a non-zero left integral which is unique up to scalar multiple. The
same is true for right integrals. Thus the set of left integrals for A forms a
one-dimensional ideal of A as does the set of right integrals for A. The
Hopf algebra A is unimodular if the one-dimensional ideal of left integrals
for A is the one-dimensional ideal of right integrals for A.
Hopf modules play a fundamental role in the analysis of the Hopf
algebras in this paper. Suppose that A is a bialgebra over the field k. A
 .  .left A-Hopf module is a triple M, m, r , where M, m , is a left A-module
 .  . 1. 2:and M, r is a left A-comodule, such that r a ? m s a m m a ? m1. 2.
for all a g A and m g M. Let M and N be left A-Hopf modules. A map
of left A-Hopf modules is a linear map f : M ª N which is both a map of
left A-modules and a map of left A-comodules. The non-parenthetical
w xportion of the following is 13, Theorem 4.1.1 stated in terms of left Hopf
modules.
THEOREM 1. Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra o¨er the field k and that
 . >  <  . 4M, m, r is a left A-Hopf module. Set M s m g M r m s 1 m m . Then
the linear map
A m M> ª M
determined by
a m m ¬ a ? m
for all a g A and m g M> is an isomorphism of left A-Hopf modules.
  .In particular if M / 0 then M is a free left A-module on any linear basis
> .for M .
w xThere is another important condition 17 relating a left A-module
structure and a left A-comodule structure on a vector space M over k.
 .  .  .Consider a triple M, m, r , where M, m is a left A-module and M, r is
a left A-comodule. This other condition is
 .  :1 21. 2:a m m a ? m s a ? m a m a ? m 2 .  .  .1. 2. 1. 2. 1.
for all a g A and m g M. Suppose that M and N are triples as described
 .above which satisfy 2 . A map of triples f : M ª N is a linear map of
underlying vector spaces which is a map of left A-modules and also a map
of left A-comodules. We will let A M denote the category whose objectsA
are the triples described above and whose morphisms are maps of triples.
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For notational convenience we will denote by H a fixed bialgebra for the
remainder of this section. We regard k as an object of H M byH
h ? 1 s e h 1 and r 1 s 1 m 1 .  .
for all h g H. Suppose that M and N are objects of H M. Then the tensorH
product of M and N is an object of H M with the tensor product moduleH
and comodule structures. These are given by
h ? m m n s h ? m m h ? n . 1. 2.
and
r m m n s m1.n1. m m2: m n2: .  .
for all h g H, m g M, and n g N.
It is important to note that the version of the ``twist map''
§ : M m N ª N m MM , N
defined by
§ m m n s m1. ? n m m2: .M , N
for all m g M and n g N is a morphism of H M. The category H M withH H
w xthe morphisms § is a prebraided monoidal category 17 .M , N
Bialgebras in the category H M will play a fundamental role in theM
structure of the Hopf algebras of interest to us in this paper. Coalgebras,
algebras, bialgebras, and Hopf algebras are defined in the category H M inM
the same manner that they are defined over k, which is to say in the
category of vector spaces over k. Structure maps are required to be
morphisms. To define a bialgebra in H M it is necessary to give the tensorH
H  .product of algebras in M an algebra structure. Suppose that A, m , hM A A
 . H  .and B, m , h are algebras in M. Then A m B, m , h is anB B H AmB AmB
H  . .algebra in M , where m s m m m 1 m § m 1 and h sH AmB A B A B, A B AmB
h m h . ThusA B
a m b a9 m b9 s a b1. ? a9 m b2:b9 .  .  .
for all a, a9 g A and b, b9 g B.
Suppose that B is a bialgebra in H M. Then the biproduct A s B > H is aH
bialgebra over k. As a k-vector space, A s B m H. We write b > h for
b m h. The product for A is given by
b > h b9 > h9 s b h ? b9 m h h9 . .  . 1. 2.
and the coproduct is given by
D b > h s b > b1.h m b2: > h .  . /  /1. 2. 1. 2. 2.
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for all b, b9 g B and h, h9 g H. The maps i: H ª B > H and p : B > H ª H
 .  .  .defined by i h s 1 > h and p b > h s e b h, respectively, for all h g H
and b g B satisfy pi s 1 . When H is a Hopf algebra over k, A is aH
bialgebra over k which contains H as a sub-bialgebra and p : A ª H is a
bialgebra projection meaning that p is a bialgebra map and pi s 1 ,H
.where i: H ª A is the inclusion then A , B > H as bialgebras for some
bialgebra B in H M.H
w xThe reader is referred to 6, 7, 12 .
1.2. Taft's Examples and q-Binomial Coefficients
w x 2Taft 14 constructed an example of an n -dimensional Hopf algebra for
n ) 2 with antipode of order 2n. The n s 2 construction is due to
 .Sweedler unpublished .
 . 2The example T k of dimension n requires a primitive nth root ofn, q
 .unity q g k which we will assume k possesses. As a k-algebra T k isn, q
generated by a and x subject to the relations
an s 1, x n s 0, and xa s qax.
 .As a coalgebra T k is determined byn, q
D a s a m a and D x s x m a q 1 m x . .  .
Monomials of the form ai x j, where 0 F i, j - n, form a linear basis for
 .  .T k over k. The antipode of T k has order 2n as a linear endomor-n, q n, q
 .  .phism. The Hopf algebras T k are self-dual, meaning that T k ,n, q n, q
 .  .co p  .o p  .y1T k * as Hopf algebras. Also T k , T k , T k as Hopfn, q n, q n, q n, q
algebras.
Most Hopf algebras in this paper naturally involve q-binomial coeffi-
w xcients in their analysis. In 15 Taft reconsidered his original construction
w x14 in the context of q-binomial coefficients.
 .  . ny1Let q g k _ 0. Set 0 s 0 and for n G 1 set n s 1 q q q ??? qq .q q
 .Notice that if n ) 1 and q / 1 then n s 0 if and only if q is an nthq
 .  .  .  .root of unity. Set 0 !s 1 and n !s n y 1 ! n for n G 1.q q q q
n .We define q-binomial symbols for m, n g Z as follows. First of allqm
n . s 0 unless 0 F m F n. We setqm
0 s 1 /0 q
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n .and define for 0 F m F n inductively byqm
n y 1n n y 1ms q q /  /  /m m m y 1q q q
for n G 1. Observe that
n ns 1 s 3 . / / n0 qq
 .for all n G 0. If n G 1 and n y 1 !/ 0 then an easy induction shows thatq
n ! . qn s 4 . /m q m ! n y m ! .  .q q
for all 1 F m - n.
As one might suspect the q-binomial coefficients arise in certain alge-
braic expansions. Suppose that A is an algebra over the field k and
a, x g A satisfy the relation xa s qax. Then
n
n n nym ma q x s a x 5 .  .  /m qms0
 .  .for n G 0. An important consequence of 3 ] 5 is:
LEMMA 3. Suppose that A is an algebra o¨er the field k and n G 1.
Assume that a, x g A satisfy xa s qax where q g k is a primiti¨ e nth root of
unity. Then:
 .  .n n na a q x s a q x .
 .  .n p rb Suppose that the characteristic of k is p ) 0. Then a q x s
an p
r q x n p r for all r G 0.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Part a follows directly from 3 ] 5 . To show part b we first
note that the relation xa s qax means that x and an commute, and that
x n and a commute. Each of these facts implies that x n and an commute.
 .n p r  .n. p r  n n. p r  . n nNow a q x s a q x s a q x by part a . Since a and x
 .commute part b now follows.
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A is a bialgebra o¨er the field k and a, x g A
 .satisfy xa s qax, where q g k _ 0, and D x s x m a q 1 m x. Then:
n n n nym nym m .  .  .a D x s  x m a x for all n G 0.ms 0 qm
Suppose that q g k is a primiti¨ e nth root of unity, where n G 1. Then:
 .  n. n n nb D x s x m a q 1 m x .
 .  n p r . n p r n p rc If the characteristic of k is p ) 0 then D x s x m a q
1 m x n p r.
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Proof. Let X s 1 m x and A s x m a. Then X A s q AX . Since D is an
 n.   ..n  .nalgebra map it follows that D x s D x s A q X for all n G 0.
 .Now we apply 5 and Lemma 3 to A and X to complete the proof of the
corollary.
Let N G 1 be a fixed positive integer. For an integer n let n and n beD R
the integers uniquely determined by n s n N q n , where 0 F n - N.D R R
The following proposition describes the q-binomial coefficients in terms of
 .4 and ordinary binomial coefficients when q / 1.
w xPROPOSITION 1 6, Proposition 6.5.1 . Suppose that q g k is neither 0
nor 1.
 .a If q is not a root of unity then
n ! . qn s /m q m ! n y m ! .  .q q
for all 0 F m F n.
 .b Suppose that q is a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity. Then
n nR Dn s /m m m /  /q R Dq
for all 0 F m F n.
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that k is a field, q g k _ 0, and n ) 1. Then
n . s 0 for all 1 F m - n if and only ifqm
 .a the characteristic of k is 0 and q is a primiti¨ e nth root of unity, or
 . rb the characteristic of k is p ) 0 and n s Np , where N G 1, r G 0,
and q is a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity.
n .Proof. We may as well assume that q / 1. Suppose that s 0 forqm
all 1 F m - n. Then q is a primitive Nth root of unity for some N G 1 by
 .part a of Proposition 1. Since q / 1 it follows that N ) 1.
 .Assume that n ) 0. Then by part b of Proposition 1 we computeR
n n nn R D R0 s s s s n . . qR /  /  /  /1 q 1 0 1q q
 .But n / 0 since 0 - n - N. This contradiction shows that n s 0.R q R R
 .We have shown that n s Nm for some m G 1. Thus by part b of
Proposition 1 again we compute
Nm m0 s s /  /Nl lq
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for all 1 F l - m. If the characteristic of k is 0 then m s 1 and thus
n s N. If the characteristic of k is p ) 0 then m s pr for some r G 0.
The converse is clear.
1.3. Definition of Simple-Pointed Hopf Algebra and the Hopf Algebra Fq.
We are interested in pointed Hopf algebras which are not cocommuta-
tive. As noted in the Introduction, many examples of these occur quite
naturally as fundamental quantum groups. We are led to the following
concept.
DEFINITION 1. A Hopf algebra A over the field k is simple-pointed if
 .a A is pointed,
 .b A is not cocommutative, and
 .c If B is a proper sub-Hopf algebra of A then B : A .0
Very basic simple-pointed Hopf algebras which occur in the theory of
quantum groups are quotients of the Hopf algebra F which we nowq.
define. We will study the Hopf algebra F and its quotients in the nextq.
section.
Let q g k _ 0. As a k-algebra F is generated by a, b, and x subject toq.
the relations
ab s 1, ba s 1, xa s qax , and xb s qy1 bx.
The coalgebra structure of F is determined byq.
D a s a m a, D b s b m b , and D x s x m a q 1 m x . .  .  .
 .In particular T k is a quotient of F .n, q q.
2. FROM A TO Aq.
Let A be a simple-pointed Hopf algebra over the field k. The first term
w  .xA s k G A of the coradical filtration of A is a cocommutative sub-Hopf0
algebra of A. Since A is not cocommutative A / A and thus A / A .0 1 0
 . w xSince A s A q  P A , which is shown in 16 , there exist1 0 g , hg G A. g , h
 .  .g, h g G A such that P A does not consist entirely of cocommutativeg , h
elements; for otherwise the subalgebra of A which A generates would be1
a cocommutative sub-Hopf algebra of A. Therefore there exists some
 . y1z g P A which is not a cocommutative of element of A. Since g isg , h
 .cocommutative and Cocom A is a subalgebra of A, it follows that
y1  . y1y1x s g z g P A is not cocommutative. Let a s g h. Then1, g h
D a s a m a and D x s x m a q 1 m x . 6 .  .  .
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 .Now let V s P A and T : A ª A be the linear automorphism of A1, a
 . y1  .defined by T u s a ua for all u g A. Observe that T V : V. Suppose
<that T is a diagonalizable operator. Then V is the direct sum ofV
< reigenspaces of T . Thus we may write x s  x where x g V and is anV is1 i i
<eigenvector of T belonging to l . Since x is not cocommutative, one ofV i
the x 's is not also. Replacing x by x we havei i
xa s qax , 7 .
where q s l . Since we are assuming that A is a simple-pointed Hopfi
algebra it follows that A is generated as an algebra by a and x which
 .  .satisfy 6 and 7 .
<There is a natural condition under which T is a diagonalizableV
 .operator. If the element a g G A has finite order, which is the case if A0
is finite-dimensional by Lemma 1, then T n s 1 where n is the order of a.A
<Suppose further that k contains a primitive nth root of unity. Then T isV
a diagonalizable operator.
We have shown in particular that a finite-dimensional simple-pointed
Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 is a
quotient A of the Hopf algebra F described in subsection 1.3, where qq. q.
is a primitive root of unity. We will analyze F and some of its quotientsq.
in the next section.
3. F AND ITS QUOTIENTSq.
In this section we analyze F , where q g k _ 0, and we use Theorem 1,q.
the structure theorem for Hopf modules, to analyze quotients A of Fq. q.
which are not cocommutative.
LEMMA 4. Let k be any field and q g k _ 0. Then
 . i ja The set of a x 's, where i g Z and j G 0, forms a linear basis
for F .q.
 .b Let s be the antipode of F . Thenq.
ji j yj jq1q2 i.r2. yiyj js a x s y1 q a x .  .
for all i g Z and j G 0.
 . w xProof. To show part a we use the Diamond Lemma 1 . As an algebra
F is generated by formal symbols a, b, and x subject to the relationsq.
ab s 1, ba s 1, xa s qax , and xb s qy1 bx.
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Order the symbols a - b - x. Then the relations give rise to the substitu-
tion rules
ab ¤ 1, ba ¤ 1, xa ¤ qax , and xb ¤ qy1 bx.
There are no inclusion ambiguities to be resolved. There are four overlap
ambiguities to be resolved which are
ab a s a ba , ba b s b ab , xa b s x ab , .  .  .  .  .  .
and
xb a s x ba . .  .
 .Their resolution is straightforward. We have shown part a .
 .Another way of establishing part a is to show that there is a k-algebra
A with basis of monomials ai x j, where i g Z and j G 0, such that
 i j. i9 j9. i9 j iqi9 jqj9a x a x s q a x holds for all i, i9 g Z and j, j9 G 0. To con-
struct such an algebra we let A be the vector space over k with basis of
formal symbols ¨ , where i g Z and j G 0, and define a multiplication oni, j
A by the rule ¨ ¨ s qi9 j¨ . One checks directly that A is ani, j i9, j9 iqi9, jqj9
associative algebra and that A has the desired basis of monomials with
a s ¨ and x s ¨ .1, 0 0, 1
 .Part b follows from the fact that the antipode s of F is an algebraq.
o p  . y1  . y1map s: F ª F , that s x s yxa , and that s a s a . This con-q. q.
cludes our proof.
Now suppose that A is a quotient of F . By abuse of notation we willq. q.
identify algebra generators of A by their coset representations a, ay1,q.
 .  .and x. By Lemma 2 it follows that G A s a .q.
w  .x nLet B s k G A and B s B q Bx q ??? qBx for n G 0. Thenq. n.
B is a subcoalgebra of A and BB : B for all n G 0. Thusn. q. n. n.
multiplication in A induces a left B-module structure on B . Since Bq. n. n.
is a subcoalgebra of A comultiplication in A induces a left A -com-q. q. q.
odule structure on B for all n G 0. Let M s B rB have then. n. n. ny1.
quotient left B-module structure and the quotient left A -comoduleq.
 .structure for n G 0, where B s 0 , and denote these structures byy1.
 .  .B , m and B , r , respectively. It is not hard to see that Im r :n. n. n. n. n.
 .B m B and that M , m , r is a left B-Hopf module for all n G 0.n. n. n. n.
n > n nObserve that kx : M , where x s x q B . Thus M s 0 or M isn. ny1. n. n.
n 4  .a free left B-module with basis x by Theorem 1. Notice that M s 0m.
 .  .implies that M s M s ??? s 0 . As a consequence, if M / 0mq1. mq2. n.
then M s B q Bx q ??? qBx n is a free left B-module with basis
 n41, x, . . . , x . There are two cases to consider in the analysis of A .q.
 .We are assuming that A is not cocommutative. Thus if M s 0 itq. n.
follows that n ) 1.
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 .Case 1. M / 0 for all n G 0.n.
 2 4In this case A is a free left B-module with basis 1, x, x , . . . . Ifq.
 . n  .G A is not infinite then a s 1, where n is the order of G A . Inq. q.
this case the relation xa s qax forces q n s 1 or x s 0. Since A is notq.
cocommutative n ) 1 and x / 0. Therefore the possibilities for A inq.
Case 1 are:
 .C.1 A s F andq. q.
 .  n . nC.2 A s F r a y 1 , where n ) 1 and q s 1.q. q.
Consider the latter. Since an y 1 spans a coideal of F , the ideal ofq.
F it generates is a bi-ideal, and thus is a Hopf ideal of F sinceq. q.
 n. nny1.  n . ns a s a . Thus F r a y 1 is a Hopf algebra. Since q s 1 theq.
Diamond Lemma allows us to conclude that the ai x j's, where 0 F i - n
 n .and 0 F j, form a linear basis for F r a y 1 .q.
One can show that the monomials described above form a basis for Aq.
 . i jof C.2 by constructing a k-algebra A with basis of monomials a x , where
 i j. i9 j9. i9 j iqi9 jqj9i g Z and j G 0, such that a x a x s q a x . Let A be then
vector space over k with basis of formal symbols ¨ , where i g Z andi, j n
j G 0 with multiplication defined by ¨ ¨ s qi9 j¨ . Addition ofi, j i9, j9 iqi9, jqj9
the subscripts takes place in Z and Z, respectively. Again, let a s ¨n 1, 0
and x s ¨ .0, 1
 .Case 2. M s 0 for some n G 0.n.
We may assume that n is the smallest such integer. Since A is notq.
cocommutative, n G 2. In this case A s B q Bx q ??? qBx ny1 is a freeq.
ny1 n 4left B-module with basis 1, x, . . . , x , and x s 0. Therefore we have a
B-dependency relation of the form
x n s b q b x q ??? qb x ny1 8 .0 1 ny1
for some b , . . . , b g B.0 ny1
 .  .We apply D to both sides of 8 and use part a of Corollary 1 to obtain
n ny1 m
mn nym nym m myi myi ix m a x s D b x m a x . .  m /  /m  /iq qms0 ms0 is0
9 .
 .The left hand side of 9 can be rewritten
ny1 ny1 ny1
n nym nym m m n mx m a x q b x m a q 1 m b x .  m m /m  /  /qms1 ms0 ms0
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Comparing B m B-coefficients of x u m x¨ on both sides of the equation,
 .and noting that D is one-one and a is invertible, we see that 9 is
equivalent to the set of equations
n s 0 for all 1 F m - n , 10 . /m q
m b s 0 for all 1 F i - m - n , 11 .m /i q
D b s 1 m b s b m anym for all 1 F m - n , 12 .  .m m m
and
D b s b m an q 1 m b . 13 .  .0 0 0
First assume that the characteristic of k is 0. By Corollary 2 we see that
 .  .10 holds if and only if q is a primitive nth root of unity. Assume that 10
 .holds. Then by Corollary 2 again we conclude 11 holds if and only if
b s 0 for each 1 - m - n.m
 .  .Assume that 10 and 11 hold. Then q is a primitive nth root of unity,
where n ) 1. Observe xa s qax means that xal s qlal x for all l g Z. Thus
<  .  .if a has finite order m then n m. Under the assumption that 10 and 11
 .  .hold, it now follows that 12 holds if and only b s 0. Since G A is1 q.
 .linearly independent it is easy to see that 13 holds if and only if
 n .b s a a y 1 for some a g k.0
 .  n  n ..C.3 A s F r x y a a y 1 , where n ) 1, q is a primitiveq. q.
nth root of unity, a g k and the characteristic of k is 0, and
 .  n  n . m .C.4 A s F r x y a a y 1 , a y 1 , where n ) 1, q is aq. q.
<primitive nth root of unity, a g k, n m, and the characteristic of k is 0.
 .  .Let A be the algebra of either C.3 or C.4 . Let p : F ª A sq. q. q.
n  n .F rI be the projection, where I is generated by x y a a y 1 in caseq.
 . n  n . m  .of C.3 and I is generated by x y a a y 1 and a y 1 in case of C.4 .
The crux of the matter in showing that I is a coideal of F is a matter ofq.
 .  .showing that D z g I m F q F m I s Ker p m p , or equivalentlyq. q.
 . . n  n .  .p m p z s 0, where z s x y a a y 1 . By virtue of part b of Corol-
lary 1 we have
p m p D x n s p x n m p an q p 1 m p x n .  .  .  .  .  . .
s a p an y p 1 m p an .  .  . .
qp 1 m a p an y p 1 .  .  . .
s a p an m p an y p 1 m p 1 .  .  .  . .
s p m p D a an y 1 . .  . . .
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 .  ..Therefore p m p D z s 0. We conclude at this point that A is aq.
bialgebra. We leave the reader with the small exercise of showing that Aq.
has an antipode.
Using the Diamond Lemma one can show that the ai x j's, where i g Z
 . i jand 0 F j - n, form a linear basis for A of C.3 , and that the a x 's,q.
 .where 0 F i - m and 0 F j - n, form a linear basis for A of C.4 . Forq.
these calculations k can be any field.
Now suppose that the characteristic of k is p ) 0. An analysis of Case 2
which follows our treatment in the characteristic 0 case yields analogs of
 .  .C.3 and C.4 :
 .  n p r  n p r .. rC.5 A s F r x y a a y 1 , where n G 1, np ) 1, q is aq. q.
primitive nth root of unity, a g k, and the characteristic of k is p ) 0,
and
 .  n p r   n p r . n n pC.6 A s F r x y a a y 1 q a x q a xq. q. 0 1
n p ry 1. m . rq ??? qa x , a y 1 , where n G 1, np ) 1, q is a primitive nthry1
< <  r l.root of unity a , a , . . . , a g k, n m, a / 0 implies m n p y p , and0 ry1 l
the characteristic of k is p ) 0.
 .  .The fact that A of C.5 or C.6 is a Hopf algebra is demonstratedq.
 .  .along the lines of the argument given for C.3 and C.4 . The Diamond
Lemma can be used again to show that the ai x j's, where i g Z and
r  . i j0 F j - np , form a basis for A in C.5 and the a x 's, where 0 F i - mq.
r  .and 0 F j - np , form a basis for A in C.6 .q.
The following lemma will enable us to determine which of the quotients
A of F described above are simple-pointed.q. q.
LEMMA 5. Suppose that A s A satisfies the conditions of one ofq.
 .  .C.1 ] C.6 , is defined o¨er the field k, and is not cocommutati¨ e. Let
m w  .xz s b q b x q ??? qb x g A, where b , . . . , b g B s k G A , m G 0,0 1 m 0 m
b / 0, and B q Bx q ??? qBx m is a free left B-module with basism
 m4  .  .1, x, . . . , x . Then D z s z m g q 1 m z for some g g G A if and only if
 .  .a m s 0 and z s a g y 1 for some a g k or
 .  .b m s 1 and z s b x q a a y 1 for some b , a g k or
 . mc m ) 1, the characteristic of k is 0, g s a , q is a primiti¨ e mth root
m  m .of unity, and z s b x q a a y 1 for some b , a g k or
 . m rd m ) 1, the characteristic of k is p ) 0, g s a , m s np for some
n G 1 and r G 0, q is a primiti¨ e nth root of unity, and z s b x n p r qr
n p ry 1 n  n p r .b x q ??? qb x q a a y 1 for some b , . . . , b , a g k wherery1 0 r 0
b / 0 implies that g s an p r s an p l.l
w  .x  .Proof. Let B s A s k G A . Since G A is linearly independent it0
 .  .  .follows easily that P A l A s k g y 1 for all g g G A . This estab-1, g 0
 .lishes part a .
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Now suppose that m G 1. First of all observe that
jm j jy i jyi iD z s D b x m a x 14 .  . . j  / /i qjs0 is0
 .  .which follows by part a of Corollary 1. The equation D z s z m g q 1 m
z translates to
m m
j jD z s b x m g q 1 m b x . 15 .  . j j /  /
js0 js0
u ¨  .  .We compare B m B-coefficients of x m x in 14 and 15 when u, ¨ ) 0
and conclude that
j jy iD b 1 m a s 0 . . .j /i q
for all 1 F i - j F m. Since a is invertible and D is one]one this last
equation is equivalent to
j
b s 0 16 .j /i q
for all 1 F i - j F m. By comparing coefficients when u s 0 and ¨ ) 0,
and when u ) 0 and ¨ s 0, we obtain the equations
1 m b s D b s b m gayj , 17 . .j j j
respectively, for all 1 F j F m. Finally, when u s ¨ s 0 we obtain the
equation
D b s b m g q 1 m b . .0 0 0
 .  .By part a the solutions to the last equation are b s a g y 1 for some0
a g k.
 .Suppose that m s 1. Then by 17 we calculate
1e b s b s e b gay1 .  .1 1 1
which means that g s a and b s b 1 for some b g k.1
Suppose m ) 1. Assume that the characteristic of k is 0. Since b / 0,m
 .using 16 and Corollary 2 we see that b s 0 for 1 - j - m and q is aj
m  .primitive mth root of unity. Thus g s a by 17 again. In this case
b s 0; for otherwise g s a also which means that amy 1 s 1, and conse-1
quently q my 1 s 1. The reader is left to work out the details of the
characteristic p ) 0 case. This concludes our proof.
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that A satisfies the conditions of one ofq.
 .  .C.1 ] C.6 , is defined o¨er the field k, and is not cocommutati¨ e. Then Aq.
is simple-pointed if and only if
 .a q is not a root of unity or
 .  .b q s 1, the characteristic of k is p ) 0, and A is of type C.5 orq.
 .C.6 with r s 1 or
 .c q is primiti¨ e nth root of unity, where n ) 1, and either
 .  .  .i the characteristic of k is 0 and A is of type C.3 or C.4 orq.
 .  .  .ii the characteristic of k is p ) 0 and A is of type C.5 or C.6q.
with r s 0.
Proof. Any sub-Hopf algebra B of A s A such that B ­ A mustq. 0
 .  .contain an element z g P A _ A for some g g G A . Now the propo-1, g 0
sition follows by Lemma 5.
 .  .The Hopf algebra of C.4 has the same description of that of C.6 when
n ) 1 and r s 0. We let A denote the Hopf algebra described inq, a , n, m.
 .  .C.4 , and C.6 when n ) 1 and r s 0. When k is algebraically closed the
finite-dimensional simple-pointed Hopf algebras over k are the A 's.q, a , n, m.
w xThe family A was defined and studied in special cases in 11 .q, 1, n, m.
4. THE STRUCTURE OF Aq, a , n, m.
We begin this section with a thorough analysis of A .q, a , n, m.
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that A s A is defined o¨er the field k.q, a , n, m.
Then:
 .  i j < 4a B s a x 0 F j - m and 0 F j - n is a linear basis for A. In
particular Dim A s mn.
i j j j i jyl iqjyl l .  .  .b D a x s  a x m a x for all 0 F i - m and 0 Fls0 ql
j - n.
 .  .c G A , Z as groups.m
 .  .d G A* is isomorphic to the multiplicati¨ e group of mth roots of
 .unity of k if a s 0 and G A* , Z if a / 0.n
 .  my 1. ny1e L s 1 q a q ??? qa x is a non-zero left integral for A.l
 .  y1 ymy1. my1. ny1f L s 1 q q a q ??? qq a x is a non-zero right in-r
tegral for A.
 .g A is not unimodular.
 . co p o p y1h A , A s A as Hopf algebras.q , a , n, m.
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 .  .Proof. We established part a in the previous section. Part b follows
 .  .  .by part a of Corollary 1 since D is multiplicative. Since G A s a by
 .  .  .  .Lemma 2, part c now follows by part a . Since G A* s Alg A, k and k
 .contains a primitive nth root of unity q by assumption, part d follows
 .easily from part a .
 my 1. ny1  .Let L s 1 q a q ??? qa x . Then L / 0 by part a . Sincel l
aL s L and xL s 0 we conclude that L is a left integral for A.l l l l
Likewise
L s x ny1 1 q a q ??? qamy 1 .r
s 1 q qny1.a q ??? qqmy1.ny1.amy 1 x ny1 .
s 1 q qy1a q ??? qqymy1.amy 1 x ny1 .
 .  .is a non-zero right integral for A. We have shown parts e and f . Since
L is a non-zero scalar multiple of L if and only if m s 1, and 1 - n F m,l r
 .  .  .part g follows from parts e and f .
 .We now show part h . For a Hopf algebra A with antipode s we have
noted that s: A ª Ao p co p is a Hopf algebra map. Thus if s is bijective it
follows that sy1 is an antipode for Ao p and Aco p and sy1 : Aco p ª Ao p is
 .a Hopf algebra map. Thus to complete the proof of part h we need only
observe that Ao p s A y1 . This completes our proof of theq, a , n, m. q , a , n, m.
proposition.
We next consider the question of isomorphism types.
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that A s A and A9 s A areq, a , n, m. q9, a 9, n9, m9.
defined o¨er the field k. Then A , A9 as Hopf algebras if and only if q9 s q,
n9 s n, m9 s m and, if n / m, a 9 s b na for some non-zero b g k.
Proof. We will use parts of Proposition 3 without particular reference
in the proof which follows.
Suppose that A , A9 as Hopf algebras. Let f : A9 ª A be a Hopf
 .  .  .algebra isomorphism. Now G A9 s a9 for some a9 g G A9 . Since
<  .  .  . rf : G A9 ª G A is a group isomorphism it follows that f a9 s aG A9.
for some 1 F r - m.
 .Set z s f x9 . Then z f A ,0
zar s q9arz 18 .
and
D z s z m ar q 1 m z . 19 .  .
 .By Lemma 5 it follows that z s b x q d a y 1 for some b , d g k. Since
 .q / 1 we infer from 18 that z s b x for some b g k _ 0.
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 .  .We have shown that f a9 s a and f x9 s b x for some non-zero
b g k. Thus m9 s m and hence n9 s n since n9m9 s Dim A9 s Dim A s
nm. Applying f to the relation x9a9 s q9a9x9 we deduce that za s q9az;
hence xa s q9ax. This means q9 s q. Applying f to the relation x9n s
 n . n n  n .  n .a 9 a9 y 1 we deduce b x s a 9 a y 1 . Therefore a a y 1 s
yn n . n yna 9b a y 1 . If m / n then a / 1 and therefore a s b a 9. If these
relationships hold between the parameters q, a , n, m for A and the
parameters q9, a 9, n9, m9 for A9 then it is easy to see that the assignments
 .  .f a9 s a and f x9 s b x determine an isomorphism of Hopf algebras f :
A9 ª A. This concludes our proof.
The preceding proposition has several interesting implications. First of
all suppose that q g k is a primitive nth root of unity. If m ) n then
A ` A . If k is algebraically closed then A ,q, 0, n, m. q, 1, n, m. q, a , n, m.
A for all a g k _ 0. If k s Q is the field of rational numbers thenq, 1, n, m.
there exists an infinite number of non-isomorphic Hopf algebras of dimen-
sion 8.
In light of calculations of Section 2 and preceding comments:
THEOREM 2. Suppose that k is an algebraically closed field and that A is a
finite-dimensional simple-pointed Hopf algebra o¨er k. Then
 .a if A is not commutati¨ e then A , A or A , A forq, 1, n, m. q, 0, n, m.
some positi¨ e integers n and m and primiti¨ e nth root of unity q g k, and
 .b if A is commutati¨ e then the characteristic of k is p ) 0 and A is of
 .type C.6 where n s r s 1.
5. THE DUAL OF Aq, a , n, m.
Suppose that A s A is defined over k. In this section we willq, a , n, m.
consider the coalgebra structure of A*. In order to do this we first show
 .that B s T k is a sub-Hopf algebra of A*. We show that when a s 0n, q
the coalgebra structure of A is a direct sum of copies of B, and when
a / 0 the coalgebra structure of A* is a direct sum of B with copies
 .of C k .n
 .  .  .Let h g G A* s Alg A, k be the algebra map determined by h a s q
 .and h x s 0. Define x g A* by
x ai x j s d for all 0 F i - m and 0 F j - n. . j , 1
 .  .Using part b of Proposition 3 and 4 one can derive the formula
kj k ljx a x s d j a j ! 20 .  .  .  .qj , l
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 .for all j g G A* , 0 F k - m, and 0 F j, l - n and one can derive the
formulas
h n s e , x n s 0, and xh s qhx .
The reader can check that
x bc s x b h b q e a x b .  .  .  .  .
for all b, c g A. Thus
D x s x m h q e m x . .
Let B be the subalgebra of A* generated by h and x . To show that
 . i jB s T k we need only show that the h x 's, where 0 F i, j - n, form an, q
linearly independent set. To this end consider a dependency relation
ny1
i ja h x s 0, i , j
i , js0
where a g k. For fixed 0 F u, ¨ - n we apply both sides of this equationi, j
to au x¨ to obtain
ny1
iua q s 0 i , ¨
is0
 .  . i jby 20 . Since the n = n matrix M s a with entries defined by a s qi, j i, j
is invertible we conclude that a s 0 for all 0 F i, ¨ - n. Thereforei, ¨
B , T k 21 .  .n , q
as Hopf algebras. As a consequence of our calculations:
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that A s A is defined o¨er the field k.q, a , n, m.
Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .a A* is simple-pointed.
 .  .b A , T kn, q
 .c n s m.
 .Proof. Let B , T k be the sub-Hopf algebra of A* describedn, q
above. We have just shown that A* s B if and only if n s m. Now
 .  .  .T k * , T k s A is simple-pointed by part c of Propo-q, n q, n q, a , n, n.
sition 2.
When n s m we have A* s B. We now consider the coalgebra struc-
<ture of A* when n / m. Recall that n m. There are two cases to consider.
We will assume that k has a primitive mth root of unity v.
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Case 1. a s 0. We may choose v such that v m r n s q. In this case
 .  .G A* , Z and is generated by j determined by j a s v. Sincem
v m r n s q it follows that j m r n s h.
We claim that xj s vjx and the j ix j's, where 0 F i - m and 0 F j - n,
 .form a linear basis for A. The preceding equation follows from part b of
Proposition 3 in the same manner that the equation xh s qhx follows.
The independence of the j ix j's follows in the same manner as the
independence of the h ix j's.
Since the j ix j's described above form a basis for A* it follows that A*
has the direct sum decomposition of vector spaces
m y1n
iA* s j B.[
is0
Now B , j i B as coalgebras since left multiplication by a grouplike
element in a Hopf algebra is a coalgebra automorphism. Since the sum of
pointed subcoalgebras of a coalgebra is pointed, we conclude that A* is
pointed. We have shown that
A , B [ ??? [ B
as coalgebras in Case 1.
We point out that the Hopf algebra A is the Hopf algebraq, 0, n, m.
w xH of 10 .n, q, m , 1
m  4Case 2. a / 0. Let r s and let l , . . . , l be the set of r th roots of1 rn
unity in k, where l s 1. Let1
r
rf X s X y 1 s X y l .  . i
is1
and
X y l j
e X s . i  /l y lj/i i j
 n.  n.for 1 F i F r. Set e s e a . Since rn s m it follows that f a s 0.i i
Since q is an nth root of unity the relation xa s qax implies that an is in
 .  .  n.the center of A. Since 1 s e X q ??? qe X and f a s 0 we conclude1 r
 4that e , . . . , e is an orthogonal set of central idempotents of A which1 r
 n .satisfies 1 s e q ??? qe and e a y l 1 s 0 for all 1 F i F r. In par-1 r i i
ticular
A s Ae [ ??? [ Ae 22 .1 r
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and
A an y l 1 s [ Ae 23 . .i jj/ i
for all 1 F i F r. The decomposition of A as a direct sum of algebras
 .according to 22 means that
A* s Ae * [ ??? [ Ae * .  .1 r
 .is the direct sum of coalgebras. By 23 we have a coalgebra isomorphism
Ae * , ArA an y l 1 * .  . .i i
for 1 F i F r.
 n .  .Let A s ArA a y l 1 . First of all note that A , T k as Hopfi i 1 q, n
algebras, so
AU , B1
as Hopf algebras.
U  .We claim for 1 - i F r that A , C k as coalgebras, or equivalentlyi n
 .A , End V as algebras for some n-dimensional vector space over k. Toi
see this let V be an n-dimensional vector space over k with basis
 4 n¨ , . . . , ¨ , let v , . . . , v g k satisfy v s l for all 0 F i - n, and0 ny1 0 ny1 i i
define linear endomorphisms a and x of V by
a ¨ s v qyl ¨ for all 0 F l - n .l i l
and
x ¨ s ¨ for 0 F l - n y 1 and x ¨ s a l y 1 ¨ , .  .  .l lq1 ny1 i 0
 .respectively. The reader can check that p : A ª End V is a representa-
 .  . i jtion of A, where p a s a and p x s x, and that the monomials a x ,
 .where 0 F i, j - n, form a linearly independent subset of End V . There-
fore p is onto, and since an y l 1 g Ker p , it follows that p induces ani
 .algebra isomorphism A , End V . We have shown thati
A* , B [ C k [ ??? [ C k .  .n n
as coalgebras in Case 2.
6. A AS A BIPRODUCTq, a , n, m.
Suppose that A s A is defined over k and suppose that H is aq, a , n, m.
proper sub-Hopf algebra of A. In this section we find necessary and
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sufficient conditions for there to exist a Hopf algebra projection p :
w xA ª H. Suppose there is such a projection. Then by the results of 12 it
follows that A , B > H, where B is a bialgebra in H M. We will describe BH
in detail.
Since H is a proper sub-Hopf algebra of A, and A is simple-pointed, it
w  .x w xfollows that H is a sub-Hopf algebra of k G A . Therefore H s k G ,
 .  .where G is a subgroup of the cyclic group G A s a . We will assume
 .that H / k1, or equivalently that G / e .
Let p : A ª H be an onto Hopf algebra map. Since a is an invertible
element of A, H is commutative, and q / 1, when we apply p to both
 .sides of the relation xa s qax we conclude that p x s 0. Since p is an
 . w xonto coalgebra map it follows that p A = H by 13, Proposition 11.1.1 .0 0
w  .x w x   ..Since A s k G A and H s k G we conclude that p G A s G by0 0
 .  . rLemma 1. Now G / e . Thus p a s a for some 1 F r - m. Since
  ..  r .  .p G A s G it follows that G s a . Since p x s 0, by applying p to
n  n .  r n .both sides of the equation x s a a y 1 we conclude that a a y 1 s
0. Therefore a s 0 or ar n s 1. Observe that if p is a Hopf algebra
 r . r r 2 rprojection p a s a , or equivalently a s a .
We have shown that if p is Hopf algebra projection then
p x s 0, p a s ar for some 1 F r - m , 24 .  .  .
where
< 2 <m r y r , and a s 0 or m rn. 25 .  .
 .  .Conversely, if 24 and 25 hold then it is easy to see that there is a Hopf
w x  r .  . ralgebra projection p : A ª H, where H s k G , G s a , and p a s a .
As a result of our calculations:
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that A s A is defined o¨er the field kq, a , n, m.
w  .xand let H s k G A . Then there is a Hopf algebra projection p : A ª H if
and only if a s 0 or m s n.
 .Now suppose that p : A ª H is a Hopf algebra projection satisfying 24
 . w x  r .and 25 , where H s k G and G s a . Let s be the antipode of H.
Define a linear map P: A ª A by
P c s c s p c .  . . .1. 2.
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 .  .for all c g A and let B s Im P. Using part b of Proposition 3 and 24
we calculate
j
ji j i jyl iqjyl lP a x s a x s p a x .  . . .  /l qls0
j i j r  iqj.s a x s a . . /0 q
s ai x jayr  iqj.
s qyj r  iqj.aiyr  iqj.x j
s qyj r  iqj.a1yr . iayr j x j
which means that
P ai x j s qyj r  iqj.a1yr . iayr j x j .
for all 0 F i - m and 0 F j - n. It is easy to see that B is a subalgebra of
A which is generated by
a s a1y r s P a and x s ayr x s P q r x . .  .
< 2 .  .Since a has order m, and m r y r by 25 , it follows that a has order
 .m s m, r which is the greatest common divisor of m and r. Observer
that the relation xa s qax implies that
ml my1.m r2. l lm ma x s q a x .
for all l g Z and m G 0. Since q n s 1 we compute
nn yrx s a x .
s qy ny1.n r2. rayr n x n
 .ny1 r yr n ns y1 a x .
 .ny1 r yr n ns y1 a a a y 1 .  . .
 .ny1 r ns y1 a a y 1 , .  .
 .where the last equation follows by 25 again. Observe that xa s
 yr . 1y r 1yr 1yra x a s q ax. Let Q s q . Then it is not hard to see that Q is a
 .primitive n th root of unity, where n s n, r is the greatest commonr r
divisor of n and r. Thus as a k-algebra B is generated by a and x subject
to the relations
am r s 1, xa s Qax
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and
 .ny1 rn n <x s y1 a a y 1 , where a s 0 or m rn. .  .
Notice that the ai x j's, where 0 F i - m and 0 F j - n, form a linear basisr
for B over k. In particular
Dim B s m n s m , r n. .r
r  . wSet g s a . Then G s g . We follow the discussion in the proof of 12,
x HTheorem 3 to complete our description of B as a bialgebra in M.H
 .First of all B has a left H-module structure B, m given by
h ? b s h bs h .1. 2.
for all h g H and b g B. In particular
g ? a s a and g ? x s qyr x.
 .Secondly, B has a left H-comodule structure B, r given by
r b s p b m b .  .1. 2.
for all b g B. In particular
r a s 1 m a and r x s gy1 m x. .  .
 < .Thirdly, B has a coalgebra structure B, d , e such that P: A ª B is aB
coalgebra map. In particular
d a s a m a and d x s x m a q 1 m x. 26 .  .  .
Now B is a bialgebra in the category H M. ThusH
d bc s b b1. ? c m b2:c .  .1. 2. 1. 2. 2.
 . w xfor all b, c g B. Therefore 26 determines d . By 12, Theorem 3 we now
have that the linear map
B > H ª A
determined by
b > h ¬ bh
for all b g B and h g H is an isomorphism of bialgebras.
We close with two examples. Suppose that n G 1 and set r s n q 1 and
m s r 2 y r s rn. Assume that k has a primitive nth root of unity q. Let
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a g k and set A s A . Then there is a projection of Hopf algebrasq, a , n, m.
w x u ¨A ª k Z . Now suppose that p is a prime integer, n s p , and m s p ,n
< 2 . <where 1 F u - ¨. Suppose 1 F r - m. Note that m r y r and m rn
<imply m r. Assume that k has a primitive nth root of unity q and choose
a g k _ 0. Let B be a sub-Hopf algebra of A. If A ª B is a Hopf algebra
projection then B s A or B s k1.
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